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Lauren,

A moderate impact means that some damage will occur to a part of the root system in the outter reaches of the dripline or
Tree Protection Zone. This level of impact is not significant,
and it does not mean that damage will likely cause a tree to go into distress an/or to expire over time. In my opinion a
healthy tree that is moderately impacted is expected to survive the 
impact and continue growing in a healthy manner. Trees are naturally impacted or damaged in a wide variety of ways.

Healthy trees are incredibly resilient and tolerant of a wide range of impacts. They need to be to be able to get through
drought, floods, lightning strikes, climate change, parasites, insect 
infestation, and disease infection and still survive. There is constant pressure on trees to tolerate these types of
environmental pressures.Trees go through cycles of vitality based on the 
attacks or conditions that Mother Nature contsantly throws at them. Vitality may diminish when under attack by a pest
infestation and will return after the infestation goes through its natural cycle.

A moderate human impact is not so different than a natural impact. Roots that might be lost to grading near the outter
edges of the dripline will regenerate themselves quickly. Branches that break 
or are stubbed off by pruning regenerate quickly below the point of damage by growing new branches and generating new
foliage. We have all seen this response in the canopy of trees. This process also occurs in the root system when roots are
severed by grading. Each severed root will regnerate just like a canopy branch, and produce new rootlets below the point
of damage. This typel of impact can be well tolerated by a healthy tree.

If too may roots are taken too close to the trunk the tree may have difficulty regerating new roots quickly enough to sustain
itself and decline may ensue. This would be considered a significant 
impact, and even significant impacts can be overcome by the tree in the right circumstances. Generally we try to avoid
significant impacts due to the potential for decline to occur.

A root system impact mitigated by placing organic mulch over the soil surface will enhance the root system environment
and promote new roots to respond and grow quickly. 

A moderate impact will be tolerated by a healthy tree if all other protection and preservation measures are put into place
and kept in place for the duration of construction.

John C. Meserve

Consulting Arborist and Horticulturist
P.O. Box 1261, Glen Ellen, CA 95442

707-935-3911 office  •  707-484-2683 field
www.horticulturalassociates.com
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